
Helping to Make a Life-Changing Impact 
During these past two years when so many in our community have been 
struggling, we at We Care have been deeply grateful for all the remarkable people 
and groups who continue to provide critical help to at-risk children by supporting 
our programs:

• Private donors who reached out during the crisis to ask, 
 “What can we do to help?” 

• Community groups that created fundraisers for We Care

• Local businesses that generously funded our move to 
   telehealth and Zoom

• Foundations that made available more grant opportunities 
   than at any other time

This has inspired everyone at We Care, and made it possible for us to continue 
to expand our services to even more of the children and families who need us.

Vicki Gallegos — One Parent’s Impact on Thousands of Children 

In this article, we want to introduce you to an amazingly thoughtful and 
focused philanthropist, Vicki Gallegos. She has spent much of her adult life 
finding (and in some instances, creating) ways to provide her community with 
the help it needs to make real change in the lives of young children in need. 

In addition to her support for We Care, her leadership at the Comdisco 
Foundation, Kenny’s Kids Foundation, and the Taylor Family Foundation 
has made a remarkable impact on countless lives by helping build strategic 
responses to some of the most important issues that many children and 
families face.
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Pete Caldwell, Executive Director

A message from:

Dear We Care Family,

I love this New Year’s issue of our quarterly newsletter. In 
everything we publish, we always want to express the deep 
appreciation we feel every day toward each of the hundreds of people who 
help us meet our goals in ways large and small. Whether you’ve contributed 
your time, provided financial support, or shared We Care’s message in the 
community, we are extremely grateful for you.

As we start 2022, We Care is reaching the children who need help the most. 
We are confident that we’ll maneuver well in what will be another challenging 
year – all because of the extraordinary individuals, families, foundations, and 
businesses that share our vision of a community where young children can 
reach their full potential.

This past year – like the one before – has been extremely complicated.

It has tested our optimism and resolve. We’ve moved between deep worry 
and great optimism as we faced and navigated everything the pandemic 
threw our way. We lost another Gala, but the generosity of our supporters 
ensured all our programs continued uninterrupted.   

For long periods, we couldn’t see our clients in person, but new grants 
enabled us to improve our tech so that telehealth and Zoom-based therapy 
became possible – and effective. We couldn’t be more thankful for you and 
the many others who made the effort to keep the needs of at-risk children a 
priority this past year.   

So, I hope you’ll enjoy this newsletter. You’ll meet Vicki Gallegos – a truly 
remarkable person and an incredible example of the thoughtful philanthropy 
exhibited by our supporters. She is one of the many folks who continue to 
ensure that We Care is able to be there for those who need us most.   

From the bottom of my heart, 
thank you for all you do to support 
this remarkable community.

Best,

Pete

Bob Sachs
Chair

Linsey Dicks
Vice Chair

Simi Gupta
Secretary 

Marc Greenberg
Treasurer

Jeff Butler
Iona Da Costa Pereira 
Dirk Fitzgerald
Glenn Garabedian
Juhee Krishan
Fred Piazza
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When Vicki’s fourth child was very young, he 
displayed significant cognitive and speech delays. 
After a few doctors and teachers dismissed her 
concerns, with one going so far as to tell her, “Even 
Einstein didn’t talk right away,” Vicki knew that 
action was needed. Through her efforts, her son was 
eventually accurately diagnosed with a rare genetic 
anomaly that to this date isn’t fully understood. 

This led Vicki to years of researching and reaching out 
to education specialists, developmental pediatricians, and 
innovative academic programs for her son that would help him to reach his full 
potential. Thanks to her perseverance, focus, and energy, her son – now aged 
18 – is living a wonderful and fulfilled life. As her family celebrated their child’s 
achievements, Vicki was very aware that many children with much greater needs 
didn’t have access to all the opportunities she could provide for her own son. 
She remains committed to trying to address that inequity through giving to, 
and working with, organizations that support children with developmental 
delays and their families.

Helping We Care Change Lives
When Vicki was introduced to We Care’s Executive Director Pete Caldwell 
through mutual friends, they immediately bonded over their shared belief that 
smart investments in treatment for children at the right age are the best way to 
create long-term change. As Vicki learned more about the programs we offered, 
as well as those we hoped to provide in the future, her interest grew. Because she 
was profoundly aware of how crucial it is for families to access services, and how 
daunting it can be, places like We Care were the ideal partner for the good she 
wanted to create.

Vicki and her husband George have been extremely generous supporters over 
the years, and she has used her connections to make strategic introductions 
between our agency and organizations and individuals who believe in the work 
we do. Her wholehearted support and compassion for We Care and all her 
other philanthropic work have helped to directly impact thousands of children 
and families. 

While words can’t fully express our gratitude, on behalf of every child and family 
at We Care who have received our life-changing resources – 

“Thank you, Vicki, for all you do for the children of 
our community.”     

On behalf of the 
We Care Board of 
Directors, I want to 
thank all of you 
who have been 
so generous with 
your contributions 
to We Care
during this time 
of unprecedented 
challenges and 
change. Your 
support has helped 
our leadership and 
wonderful staff 
to navigate these 
challenges while 
also embracing new 
opportunities to 
better serve at-risk 
children in our 
community. 

– Bob Sachs 
   We Care Board Chair

Vicki at 
We Care’s 2018 Gala

Chair Bob Sachs enjoying 
time with his granddaughters
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SUPPORTERS

$100,000 and Above
Steve and Debra Gonsalves
Vicki and George Gallegos
The Sierra Health Foundation

$30,000 to $100,000
Jim and Laura Hulburd
Dean and Margaret Lesher   
  Foundation

$15,000 to $30,000
Dan and Shay Martin
BlackRock, Inc.
Bernard E. & Alba Witkin
  Charitable Foundation

$5,000 to $15,000
Fred Piazza and 
  Gina Hens-Piazza
Hendrika Neys
Matt Hill
Marc and Wendy Greenberg
Bay Area News Group 
  (Share the Spirit Program)
Kaiser Permanente
Trio Foundation

$2,500 to $5,000
Betsy and Christopher Beros
Liza Brennan
Dirk and Marilynn Fitzgerald
Ianthus and Xiomara Martin
Jacki and Ryth Martin
Bob and Susan Sachs
Ed and Betty Manoyan
  Foundation

$250 to $2,500
Anonymous
Barbara Bentley and 
  Rex Johnston
Jeffry and Lyssa Butler
Pete Caldwell and Jim Martin
Naomi Chamberlain
Weide Chang
Charles and Kristin Chen
Linsey and Natalie Dicks
Tracy Duberman
David and Karen Eichler
Marilyn Empey
Linda English
Glenn and Lynda Garabedian
David and Saundra Gius
Gordon Gore
Simi Gupta and Nipun Agarwal
Brodie Hilp
Jean Hotaling
Deborah Huber
Christopher Hulburd and 
  Family

Donations to We Care have never been more impactful to the children we serve than during 
this ongoing crisis. Please know that space issues prevent us from listing everyone who 
supports this work, but we are deeply grateful to ALL whose generosity brings hope and help 
to so many. Thank you for your compassion, thoughtfulness, and kindness.

Betsy Beatty in honor of Nina and Mike Rowe
Kim Burrell in honor of Juhee Krishan
Jeffry and Lyssa Butler in memory of Robin Caldwell
Ysabel Catapang in honor of Juhee Krishan
Steven Cavagnolo in honor of Paula Tippery
Naomi Chamberlain in memory of Paul Harris
John Connolly in memory of Jim Rounkle
Barbara Cross in honor of Grace Cannon
Iona Da Costa Pereira in memory of Robin Caldwell
Linsey and Natalie Dicks in memory of Robin Caldwell
Tracy Duberman in honor of Bob Sachs 
Tracy Duberman in memory of Joan Frommer
Karen Eichler in honor of Pete Caldwell
Dirk and Marilynn Fitzgerald in memory of 
  Robin Caldwell
Juhee Krishan in memory of Robin Caldwell
Diane and Rich Galbraith in honor of Daniel Galbraith
Glenn and Lynda Garabedian in memory of Tom Anders
Glenn and Lynda Garabedian in memory of 
  Robin Caldwell
Glenn and Lynda Garabedian in memory of 
  Darci and Mark Garabedian
Liz Flores-Marcus in honor of Bob and Susan Sachs
Marc and Wendy Greenberg in memory of Tom Anders
Marc and Wendy Greenberg in memory of 
  Robin Caldwell
Bruce Henrickson in memory of Josephine Trebino
Matt Hill in memory of Michele Neys-Hill
Susan Hollingshead in memory of Russell Brainard

Donations in Memory & in Honor

Christopher Hulburd in honor of 
  Jamie, Laura, Alanna and Kyle Hulburd
Kristen Jackson in honor of Juhee Krishan
Lee Anne Jordan in honor of Paula Tippery
Rick Kaplan in honor of Elaine Kaplan and 
  in memory of Ed Kaplan
Carol Lane in memory of Robin Caldwell
Barbara Langsdale in memory of Tom Anders
Carolyn Levitt in memory of Robin Caldwell
Bruce Loke in memory of Alice Loke
Norma Louie in memory of Michele Neys-Hill
Cheryl Mills in memory of Alex Mills
Ken Moonitz in memory of Annette Moonitz
Hendrika Neys in memory of Michele Neys-Hill
Mabel Neys in memory of Michele Neys-Hill
Robert Park in honor of Fred Piazza
Fred Piazza and Gina Hens-Piazza in memory of 
  Robin Caldwell
Hannah Hens-Piazza in honor of Fred Piazza 
Taryn Rondo in honor of Lola and Dorsey Rondo 
  and Juhee Krishan and in memory of Nigel and
  Kenneth Rondo and Mike Johnson, Jr.
Eric Ruiter in memory of Dia and Suzanne Ruiter
Bob and Susan Sachs in memory of Robin Caldwell
Bob and Susan Sachs in memory of Judy Cornedi
Stephen Schendel in memory of Wanda Schendel
Cheryl Shaffer in memory of Donald Shaffer
Cheryl Shaffer in memory of Ryan Hughes
Shir Ami Sisterhood in memory of Garda Lewis Pohle

(1/2022)

2021 Contributions Through 
Charitable Giving Programs
Our sincerest gratitude goes to the many 
companies and community groups that supported 
their employees’ and members’ donations 
through charitable giving programs in 2021:

AF Group
AmazonSmile
AT&T
Bay Area Rapid Transit
BlackRock, Inc.
Blue Shield of CA
Chevron
Childtime Learning Center of Martinez
Contra Costa County
Eagle Scouts (Briones Troop 1811)
East Bay Municipal Utility District
Fraternal Order of the Eagles
Google
Kaiser Permanente
Kiwanis Club of Walnut Creek
Liberty Mutual
Macy’s
Marathon Petroleum Corporation
Microsoft
New Relic
PG&E
San Ramon Rotary Foundation
Sanofi
St. Perpetua Church
The Clorox Company
United Way of Greater Atlanta
VISA
Wells Fargo Community

Kristen Jackson
Richard Jones
Nancy Kenyon and 
  Greg Gould
May Lamoreux
Carol Lane
Barbara Langsdale
Carolyn Levitt
Diane Matlock
Cheryl Mills
Felicia and Scott Monroe
Bridget and Chris Moore
Mabel Neys
Bryce Oberhauser-Lim
Frank and Barbara O’Connell
Mary Olowin
Basil and Maryann Piazza
Janet Reinstra
Cynthia Kay Rucker-Raulston
Eric Ruiter
Ned Sachs
Stephen Schendel

Barry Silberman
Gene Simpson
Troy Stevenson
Yorlenin Toala
Robert and Brenda Truax
Ann Whittemore
Ken and Celia Wienholz
Bradley Wieringa
Pacific Service Credit Union
Pleasant Hill Community
   Foundation


